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St ~te,ment by the Administrative Com,~ittee on,,,Co-ordin ation
on the proposals of the Joint In~0ection Unit concerning a

new system for agenpy support costs

I. At its first meeting, held in January 1978, the Intergovernmental Working
Group on Overhead Costs of the UNDP Governing Council formulated a series of
requests for information and comments which it wished to consider at its second
session, beginning on 5 June 1978. In particular it requested the executive heads
of the organizations executing UNDP-financed projects to provide comments on a
preliminsry note of the Joint Inspection Unit on overhead costs, l/ on the
expanded note which was to be prepared by the Unit on the same subject, 2/ snd on
the Unit’s forthcoming report on the role of experts in development co-operation. ~/

2. In connexion with this request ACC wishes to draw attention in the first
instance to the general statement of policy on the financing of support costs for
extrabudgetary activities which it included in its annual report for 1973-1974- ~/
It considers this statement to be still valid.

3. ACC welcomes the invitation addressed to its members by the lutergovernmental
Working Group. It wishes, in view of its long--standing interest in the support
costs question, to address itself collectively to the observations and
recommendations of the Joint Inspection Unit in such a way that its views may be
considered by the Intergovernmental ~orking Group and by the Governing Council
before any decisions are taken. The present statement is addressed primarily to
the expanded preliminary note on s new system for agency support costs
(JIU/Nb~/78/1), which appears to supersede the previous prehm~ note, ~d 
the support cost aspects of the Unit’s report on the role of experts (JIU/REP/78/3).
In spite of the short time available, efforts have been made to ensure that ACC’s
comments would be ready in time for consideration by the Intergovernmental %’;orking
Group at its June 1978 session as requested.

4. ACC notes~ as regards the 5hited Nations, that the General Assembly has
before it two comprehensive reports by the Secretary-General ~/ on services
provided by the United Nations to activities funded from extrabudgetary resources.
On the recommendation of the Secretary-General, supported by the Advisory Committee

2_/ Now issued as JIU/NOTE/78/I.

J issued as
~/ E/5486, paras. 177-185.

bY A/c.5/31/33 Corr.l A/C.5/32/29 Corr.1.
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on Administrative and Budgetary Questions, the General Assembly has deferred
dealing ~¢ith the question of reimbursement of support costs for extrabudgetary
activities to its thirty-fourth session, pending receipt of the reports and
recommendations ::xpected from the Governing Council and the Economic and Social
Council. The question of reimbursement of support costs will be ~ealt with by
the General¯ Assembly, as parent body Of the Governing Council, and by the
governing bodies of the other organizations, in the context of the broader
question of the extent to which the organizations t regular budgets should bear
the cost of support of extrabudgetary activities.

5. In the first of the two reports mentioned above, the Secretary-General
indicated that he shared the view of the Advisory Committee on Administrative
and Budgetary Questions and the Joint Inspection Unit that "the quantum, both
as regards the level of reimbursement and the categories of costs it is
designed to cover~ is for decision by the legislative bodies". I~ This is
also the vie~¢ of ACC. In addition~ ACC fully subscribes to the position taken
by the Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions in its
review of the second of the Secretary-General’s reports, that "any recommendation
to modify the present arrangements for the reimbursement of overhead costs
(which call, with certain variations, for the payment to the executing agencies
of 14 per cent of the cost of the projects delivered by them) would need to
take fully into account the position of the executing agencies". 2_/ The
Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions also stated that
"the fundin G agencies could not assume that the executing agencies would be
prepared automatically to bear any extra cost of the services they provided
in¯ support of technical co-operation programmes. ~/

1_/ A/C. 5/31/33, Aqnex A, para. 68. .................

2_/ officiai Rgcords of the General Assembl,y. Thirt.y,second session,
Supplement 2~o. 8 (A/32/’8/’Add~-9, ’para. 15). ’ ....

~/ Ibid_., para. 12.
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I. General comments

6. As indicated in i.ts annual report, for 1973-74, ACC is aware of the general
desirer whichit shares, ’%o devote the maximum proportion of assistance
resources to project activities and el ~ the consequent necessity of keeping
programme support costs to a minimum." i/ In recent years organizations of the
United Nations system have intensified their efforts to reduce costs, including
operating costs, as a: means of maintaining regular programme priorities while
compensa~ing for the effects of inflation and monetary instability. Support costs
for extrabudgetary activities have beem a primary target for such economy measures.
This is mainly because inflation in project costs, on which s~pport cost
reimbursement is based, has been more than outw~mgheo b~.the combined effects of
inflation and moneta~T instability at the centres where support costs are chiefly
imcurred~ this has put increasin~ pressure on th~ provisions of complementary
support costs in regular budgel;s. According to the approximate estimates reported
to %he Advisory Commzt-~e~ on Administrative and Budgetal~ Questions~ and published
by it.in its 1977 report on administrative a~d budgetary co-ordination of the
United Nations with the specialized agencies and the International Atomic Energy
Agency, the amount of regular budget subsidies to the cost of support of the
extrabudgetary programmes of these organizations in 1977 was over ~HO million°2_/

7. The present formula for the reimbursement of support costs provides for
reimbursement to organizations executing technical co-operatio~ projects of the
cost of project formulation ~d non-technical backstopping. The formula envisages
that technical backstopping costs shall be regarded as part of the normal services
~f the organizations %o their Member States, except where unusually large costs
~re involved~ ~ud that the cost of programme planming and of post-project
~valmation s~d follow-up shall also be absorbed by the organizations. The formula
Ls based on a wei6hted average of the support costs incurred by various
)rganizations, as identified by the cost measurement system developed m~der ACC
~uspices. Accordingly, differences in support costs as betwi~en different projects
md different organizations are automatically taken into account (if differential
~eimbursement rates were established to reflect these differences separately~
;ome rates would have %o be higher and some lower than the weighted average).

;. The main advantages of the present formula are that~

(a) It is readily understood and simple to administer.

(b) It reflects a direct relaticnship between support cost reimbursement
and project costs and facilitates bud{ptary and organizational planning.

1/ E/5488, para° 184.

2_/ Official Records of the General Assembly, Thirty-sec0md Session,
 plem nt Chap. K, table C).



c)’ It sets a standard which permits both the organizations and UNDP to
deal }Tith the question of support costs for progrsmmes financed from
other eztrabudgetary sources.

d) It embodies a sharing of support costs between the funding body
and executing agencies.

(e) It provides some flexibility to meet %he special situation of some
of the smaller organizations.

9- ACC believes that the situation of the smaller organizations, which have
particular difficulties in absorbing the additional costs involved in the
support of extrabudgetary programmes~ continues to deserve special consiaeration.
It would also welcome measures to alleviate the burden of those organizations
whose support operations are performed at centres where, in dollar terms~ costs
are significantly above the average level reflected in project budgets and
therefore in support cost reimbursements. In addition~ consideration should be
given to special arrangements in favour of organizations where support costs are
increased because of the special characteristics of projects in their field of
competence. However~ ACC feels unable to support the measures by which such
problems would be handled according to the Joint li~spection Unit’s proposals on
these poimts, since the proposed system appears to ACC defective both in concept
and in detail.

i0. The proposed system provides for adjustments in supp0rt cost pa~j-ments taking
account of economies of scale in the organizations’ UN]]P programmes, of the
nature and size of the projects implemented~ of the methods used for project
e~ecution9 of variations in cost as between the headquarters locations of
different organizations, and of the need for stability in the reimbursement of
support costs to individual organizations from one period to another
(paras. 14-~3 of the note). These are important issues, and ACC has examined
them as carefully as possible in the time available. In doing so it has been
mindful of the opinion of the Advisory Co.mittee on Administrative and Budgetary
Questions that the Administrator of DNDP and the organizations should study the
introduction of variable rates of reimbursement and report their conclusions to
the Governing Council.l_/

Ii. Although the note frequently refers (e.g. in para. 5) to cost reduction,
it does not propose any real economies in support costs as such. Application
of the system recommended would involve transferring part of the burden of
meeting support costs from one orgamization to another and from the States
voluntarily contributing to UNDP resources to those financing the assessed regular
budgets. To the eztent that there are differences in membership of the
organizations~ and differences between the percentage assessment of Members for
regular budgets and their respective percentage contributions to UNDP~ the
transfers would represent a shifting of financial burdens from some countries to
some others.

1/ DP/77/Add.2, para. 11, DP/284, pare,. 11, and. Official Records of
the Gemeral Assembl.~,T, Thirt~f-~econo Session~ Supplement No. 8
TFjY27WAdd.9, para. 15).



12. The Joint Inspection Unit remarhs (paras. 6 and 52 of the note) that the
present formula has no scientific basis. The system proposed is considerably
more complicated, but not more "scientific". Both are based on the same cos%
measurement figures~ supplemented by oth<r data. The proposals introduce a
multitude of reimbursement rates ana adjustments (paras. izl-31~ para. 41)~ but
the rates and adjustments reflect judgements which are no more objectively
valid than the choice of the present average rate of 14 per cent. Indeed, as
indicated in the note~ the rates proposed could be modified at will (pars. 35)-

13. Under the proposed system it would be extremely difficult both for the
organizations and for UNDP to estimate in advance the amounts of the supper%
costs fihat would be reimbursed~ since many of the factors that would determine
these amounts could not be predicted. This would be of particular concern in
planning~ programming and budgeting: among other things~ in preparing re@far
budget estimates it is necessary to take account of estimated expenditures
financed from all sources of funds~ and governing bodies expect to receive
information on such expenditures in the budget proposals submitted for their
approval. For example, the proposed system would scarcely make it possible to
foresee several years in advance~ as would be neoessax~, in drawing up the
budget estimates~ the effects for each organization of the formula calling for
adjustments between the organizations. This is because this formula would
among other things require a specially calculated average of post adjustments~
"weighted by project costs", for all the headquarters duty stations. Other
problems would result from the difficulty of estimating over the same period the
types and project components of new projects or the effects of revisions in
existing projects. No final calculations or adjustments of support cost
reimbursements could actually be completed until all project acco~_nts had been
closed and audited. This process might take several years and the sums involved
might be considerable. Furthermore~ the complexity of the system~ and the fact
that two of its main features ~nvolve inter-organization transfers of support
cost reimbursements, would make it impossible to apply the same arrangements
to support costs for technical co-operation activities finance8 from other
sxirabudgetary sources of fund s~ particularly ~ere only one donor and one
nrganization are involved.

L4. Among the differential rates of support cost reimbursement proposed is a
~eries of special rates for application in the case of government execution of
~rojects and execution of projects through co-operation agreements (paras. 24-26
~nd 41.2 of the note~ passim in parts IV and V of the report on the role of
~xperts). ACC firmly supports the principle that the organizations should give
~iI necessary assistance to their Hember States in the framework of such "new
!imensions" of technical co-operation. It does not think that a complicated
~ys%em of differential support cost rates can now be established in respect of
he organizations’ technical inputs, or that it need be even at a later stage~
hen enough experience has been gained %o judge what the rates might be~ in
ine with the thinking reflected in the present reimbursement formula~ the
eneral rule should be that technical inputs are provided free of charge. On
he other hand~ it is felt that a charge for support costs should be made as at
resent for any part of a project scheduled for government execution which an
rganization is in practice invited to implement.

-,,,,_
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15. In paragraphs 4}-51 of the note the Joint Inspection Unit reverts to
recommendations put forward in 19f4:...zn its re.~ort on cost. measurement ._y~ stems.
in the ’ ~"organlza~zono of the United Nations fm~ily and -bhe possibiiity of
developing them into cos~-benefit systems integrated into comprehensive
mana~mo~t ~st~ms (JI~/~P/74/7). O~e o~ the essen~i~1 oonc!~sio~s is that
"cost measurement oS~t~ms should be oriented to~.Tards individual projects"
(para. 46). While various cost measurement ~y~t~m,~<~ ~ ~ o are no~¢ being operated by
some of the organizations, they could not in fact be adapted to provide measurement
of support costs by project. Nor ~7ould the attempt to introduce any such system
of measurement in all organizations be economically feasible or justified in
cost-benefit terms.

16. ACC wishes to emphasize the position taken by the Advisory Committee on
A@ministrative and Budgetary Questions in its revie~,~ of the second report by
the Secretary-General on services provided by the United Nations ~o activities
financed from extrabudgetary resources~

In paragraph 22(a) of his report (A/C.5/32/29) the Secretary-General
expresses the vie~i that no satisfactory formuIa has been derived from
detailed technical studies, e~haustive cost measurement e~ereises or
indirect mathematical calculations and it is therefore highly unlikely
that further technical studies would be productive. Determination of the
level of reimbursement involves the exercise of political judgement by
Member States~ for this reason the Advisory Committee agrees ~Tith the
Secretary-General’s conclusion.l_/

I/ Official Records of the General AssemblF~ Thirt~Tsec0nd Session~
supplemen~ No. S (A/32/’S/Aad.9, para. 14).



II. Comments on s~eDific questions

Definition of support costs (par~s. 8-12 of the note)

17. ACC accepts the proposed definitions of "progrmame support costs" a~d
"project support costs" (para. II)~ which are in line with the terminology
already adopted by most of the organizations. As regards the listing of
components of programme and project support costs (para. 12)7 a more detailed
list of cost groups was developed by the Task Force on a Cost Measurement System
established under ACC auspices~ through close analysis of support operations.
The indications concerning the cost components that would be absorbed by the
organizations represent a departure from the thi~cing reflected in the present
reimbursement fomaula (of. para. 7 above)~ for reasons that are not e~plained.
The approach to be t~<en in this matter would be a question for decision by the
governing bodies.

Special features to be included in the new system (paras. 13-~ of the note)

18. Adjustment for economies of scale (paras. 14-18) - The Task Force on a Cost
Measurement System recognized that "the total size of programmes administered had
considerable bearing on the total cost of support. Economies of scale are
achieved by agencies with larger programmes~ a support service does not normally
grow in cost proportionately to the value of the funds administered." The Task
Force considered~ however~ that such economies of scale were "impossible to
quantify"~ i_/ and there is no doubt that they are very difficult to isolate from
other factors that affect the level of support cost expenditures. The Joint
Inspection Unit correlates such economies with the orga~.izations’ relative shares
of the UNDP programme~ which might remain the s~ne even if the DD~P programme
greatly changed~ rather than with the absolute scale of operations at which
economies may in fact begin to appear. A solution to the problem of economies of
scale would require a different approach. One factor that >7ould need to be
taken into accou~ot is the question of fi~ed and variable ccsts~ ~th reference to
the size of individual organizations, it would also be necessary to examine how
far different types of support operations are susceptible to economies of scale.
Further considerations would be the characteristics of the organization’s field of
specialization~ the relative level of development of recipient co~ntries~ the
involvement of administrations in project formulation and organizational
arrangements for field operations.

19. Adjustment for nature and size of pro~ects (paras. 19-23) - The Joint
Inspection Unit proposes a formula under v~ich projects of smaller than average
size would receive proportionately higher support costs than the larger projects.
ACC agrees that the size of projects influences the amount of support costs
required and welcomes the Joint Inspection Unit~s recognition of this problem,
which is critical for those organizations which carry out a large n~uber of small
projects. ACC believes that a solution to the problem can be developed after due
consideration of all its elements~ including the difficulties of quantification
and the demarcation between large and small projects. . .....

i/ DP/77/Add.I, para. 25.



20. Ad0ustment for method 9f ~ro0ect execution (paras. 24-26) - ACC has commented
on this subject in paragraph 14 above.

21. Adjustment ~or variations in cost at agency headquarters (paras. 2:7-~I) 
As it has said above~ ACC would welcomearr~gements that would alleviate the
problems caused by t1~deoliming purchasing power of support cost reimbursements
at centres where support costs are chiefly incurred. In some organizations~ for
example~ it has been estimated that the dollar cost of their professional and
general service category support sta£f combined increased by approximately
180 per cent between 1970 and 1977~ while the average cost of one expert man.year
in the projecfi budgets on ~lich support cost reimbursements are based increased by
approximately :90 per cent over the same period. Regular budget appropriations
have had to meet such differences. The Joint Inspection Unit’s complex formula
would merely redistribute the sums reimbursed~ to the distinct disadvantage of
some organizations. ACC considers that a simpler formuia~ without this and other
drawbacks~ should be sought.

22. Stabili$~ of reimbursement o£ support costs (paras. 32-33) - Several
organizations have suffered £rom sharp losses Of support cost income owing to
decreases in the size of their extrabudgetary progra1~mmes. ~u arrangement along
the lines suggested~ under which support cost reimbursements would not decline by
more than I0 per cent from one budget period to the next~ would be desirable
whatever the reimbursement system adopted. .

Calculation of support costs (paras. ~4T~I of the note)

23. Project support costs as a part of project budgets (para. 42) - A practice
under v~ich provisions for support costs would be included in project budgets
could be detrimental $o the quality of projects and the efficiency of project
implementation~ in that it could encourage~ as a major aim in project formulation~
the maximizing or minimizing of ~ ±ouppor~ cost charges to iPFs

24. Evolution of cost measurement systems (paras. 43-53) - The cost measuremen~
systems recommended by the Joint Inspection Unit would be oriented towards
individual projects and designed to produce cost information on such factors as
the nature and size of projects~ the mix of project components and the method of
project execution (para. 46). To obtain such information it would be necessary
to install ne}r systems~ much more elaborate than 9hose operated so far by the
organizations. In doing so it would be necessa~g to consider the interactions
with infozm~ation systems now in operation or in course of development~ such as
the Inter-Organization Project Register (CORE) project of the ~ter-Organization
Board for Information Systems and Related Activities and the Integrated Systems
Improvement Froject being’ carried out under U}~P auspices~ as well as the
programme and management and administrative systems of the various organizations.

25. On the basis of the present cost levels (the total cost of one professional
plus one general service man-year at a high-cost duty station is currently about
$i00~000)~ the total cost of installation and operation for one year of the kind
of cost measurement systems envisaged could be of the order of several million
dollars for the United Nations system. The funds would have to be provided out
of the regular budgets of the organizations concerned~ and allocated to cost
measurement in preference to programme priorities~ at a ~ime when severe economy



measures~ including staff outs~ have been put into effect in a n~mber of
orga~izations~ when there is strong pressure $o limit budget growth~ and when
means have to be found to meet sharply increased costs due to monetary instability
and inflation.

26. The Joint Inspection Unitrs proposals regarding the use of cost measurement
systems as a management tool for improving the cost-effectiveness of operations
w@re first put fo~ard by it in 1974. The features of the proposals which are
now under discussion were not endorsed by the governing bodies conoerned~ among
other things because of the complexity involved in the development of
methodologies for programme plar~ning~ implementation and evaluation~ which depend
on a wide variety of tec.hnical and social criteria~ and the need to avoid over-
elaborate and expensive cost measurement systems~ the cost-benefit ratio of which
might well prove to be unacceptable. The organizations have in the meantime
turned their attention to other means of improving cost-effectiveness better
adapted to their needs~ and particularly to the development of information systems
and evaluation. These have been considered to have a greater claim on the
limited resources available at the present time.


